EXCLUSIVE SHOP EVENT
20% OFF YOUR ENTIRE PURCHASE

NEED AN ITEM NOT AVAILABLE IN-STORE?
Ask a Store Associate about ordering an item[s] through our ScoreMORE kiosk, located inside the store. Receive a 20% discount, plus free shipping, valid on the date(s) listed below. Some exclusions apply.

Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer
Offers valid 9/3/2020 - 9/7/2020
Valid at all Eastern Pennsylvania/ Northern Delaware Locations

Limit one coupon per customer. Must be used on one transaction. Discount applied before tax charges. Cannot be combined with any other offer, team discount or used for gift cards, licenses or previously purchased merchandise. Coupon valid on in-store purchases only. No reproductions or rain checks accepted. Returns or exchanges where a ScoreCard Reward or discount was applied may result in an adjusted refund amount. See store and DICKS.com/Exclusions for details.
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